FIGO BOARD MEETING ,MELBOURNE 28-31ST MAY 2015
These are the outcomes affecting the Oncology Committee…
1. The report to the FIGO board from the oncology committee was accepted without comment.
2. The committee has been given an expanded role around prevention and treatment
3. There was support for FIGO taking a partnership role with IGCS in getting the sister societies
together to address ca cervix outreach…. this will take place at ESGO on 23rd October.
4. The committee will join with the menstrual disorders committee to develop a pragmatic
subclassification of endometrial hyperplasia to allow appropriate management. Ian Fraser the chair
of that committee and Michael Quinn will get back to the Oncology Committee on this.
5. The committee has been asked to update the vaccine safety data for Japan.
6. An enquiry was made from the German group who already collect their data and centralise it …to
download the data directly rather than duplicating it by filling out FIGO data forms. Will this be
possible via Barcelona or not?For further investigation at this stage.
6. The committee has been charged with writing a document re optimisation of gyn cancer care at a
national level.
7. The Cancer Report will be on a USB stick at FIGO with other supplements.
8 .There was a long and very interactive debate about committee selection and length of
appointments. The outcome is that 3 years will be the maximum for members but the chair may be
appointed for another 3 years as past chair to ensure work that has already started will be
completed. All committee appointments will come from the national societies who will be requested
to make a recommendation with an accompanying 4 page CV and a letter of intent from the
applicant as to what she/he can bring to the committee. Experts may be invited ad hoc to help the
committee if required. And national and international societies may send observors at their own
cost eg…IGCS/ESGO/SGO etc

